Rhymes, Bounces, Tickles & Lovies
Digital Storytime
This is the Way
We Start the Day
Sung to: "The Mulberry Bush"

This is the way we start the day,
start the day, start the day.
This the way we start the day,
so early in the morning.
First we smile and give a wave,
give a wave, give a wave.
First we smile and give a wave,
so early in the morning.
Then we give a hug and kiss,
hug and kiss, hug and kiss,
Then we give a hug and kiss,
so early in the morning.
Then we sit down quietly,
quietly, quietly.
Then we sit down quietly,
so early in the morning.

Do You Know What Shape This is?
(tune: Do You Know the Muffin Man)

Do you know what shape this is,
what shape this is, what shape this is?
Do you know what shape this is, I’m
holding in my hand?

I Can Wiggle
I can wiggle my fingers.
I can wiggle my toes.
I can wiggle my shoulders.
I can even wiggle my nose.
Now all my wiggles are out of me,
and I can sit, as quiet as can be!

Round & Round the Garden
Round and round the garden,
(run index finger around baby’s palm)

goes the teddy bear.
One step, two step,

Bouncing, Bouncing, Baby on My Knee

(jump the fingers up the arm)

Bouncing, bouncing, baby on my knee.

tickle you under there.

Bouncing, bouncing 1 2 3! (lift baby)

(tickle under the chin or arm)

Repeat with: clapping, hugging, etc…

Humpty Dumpty Up and Down

Grandma’s Glasses
These are grandma’s glasses,

Humpty Dumpty up.
Humpty Dumpty down.
Humpty Dumpty goes all around.
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall!

(fingers circle over eyes)

and this is grandma’s hat,
(hands make hat on head)

and this is the way,
she folds her hands and lays them in
her lap. (fold hands and lay them down in
lap)
(in deeper voice)

These are grandpa’s glasses,
(make larger glasses)

and this is grandpa’s hat,
(make larger hat)

and this is the way he folds his arms,

Walk Old Joe
Walk old Joe, walk old Joe. (bounce slowly)
You walk better than any horse I know.
Walk old Joe, walk old Joe.
Whoa, Joe! Whoa, Joe! (lean back on each "whoa")
Repeat with:
Trot old Joe, trot old Joe. (bounce a little faster)
Gallop old Joe, gallop old Joe. (bounce really fast)

(fold arms on top of each other)

and lays them on his lap.
(lay arms down on lap)

The Wheels On the Bus

My Little Red Wagon
Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.
Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon.
Bumpin' up and down in my little red wagon,
won't you be my darlin'.
Oh, no! Something’s broken.
Let’s fix it with our…
…screwdriver
…hammer
…saw

The wheels on the bus go round and round,
round and round,
round and round.
The wheels on the bus go round and round,
all through the town.
…People on the bus go up and down.
…The wipers on the bus go swish, swish, swish.
…The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep.
…The driver on the bus says "bye, bye, bye".
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